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Abstract
In order to maximize social welfare, it is important to ensure stable economic growth by 

revitalizing private-sector. From this viewpoint, it is necessary to design capital taxation 
such that it avoids undue distortions in the corporate sector as much as possible. On the oth-
er hand, as the government’s fiscal situation is deteriorating, reform on tax system must also 
be consistent with fiscal sustainability. With these perspectives in mind, we developed a dy-
namic macro-econometric model (dynamic CGE model) that contributes to the analysis of 
capital taxation, in reference to Radulescu (2007) and Radulescu and Stimmelmayr (2010), 
while including households without financial assets. In this paper, we report the results of 
various numerical simulation analyses, maintaining neutrality of tax revenues.
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I.  Introduction

In order to maximize social welfare, it is important to ensure stable economic growth by 
revitalizing private-sector. From this viewpoint, it is necessary to design capital taxation 
such that it avoids undue distortions in the corporate sector as much as possible. On the oth-
er hand, as the government’s fiscal situation is deteriorating, reform on tax system must also 
be consistent with fiscal sustainability. With these perspectives in mind, we developed a dy-
namic macro-econometric model (dynamic CGE model) that contributes to the analysis of 
capital taxation, maintaining neutrality of tax revenues. 

Among previous studies concerning capital taxation using a dynamic macro-economet-
ric model (dynamic CGE model) are Radulescu (2007) and Radulescu and Stimmelmayr 
(2010). Radulescu (2007) and Radulescu and Stimmelmayr (2010) conducted numerical 
simulations using a dynamic macro-econometric model with respect to the capital tax re-
form programs in Germany (including dual income taxation). This paper seeks to extend the 
models in Radulescu (2007) and Radulescu and Stimmelmayr. Let us explain the salient 
characteristics of our model. First, we designed the corporate sector in more detail compared 
with other studies. Specifically, (1) various means of financing (retained earnings, new debts 
and new equity issuance) are embedded in the model, (2) an agency (risk) premium is en-
dogenously determined in a debt interest rate, and (3) the model formulates allowance for 
corporate equity (ACE) and allowance for net investment (accelerated write-off) in the tax 
bases.

Second, we introduced heterogeneity in the corporate sector. Specifically, the model in-
cludes (1) PIH consumers who have financial assets and can afford intertemporal consump-
tion smoothing in accordance with the Permanent Income Hypothesis, and (2) LIQ consum-
ers who face a liquidity constraint and cannot build up savings.

Third, we constructed a two-country open economy model, incorporating the current ac-
count balance and net foreign assets. Specifically, (1) the trade balance is endogenously de-
termined in such a way that domestic investments and savings are balanced, and (2) a full 
home bias is assumed with respect to stocks and corporate bonds while domestic and foreign 
government bonds are internationally traded.

This paper contributes to the literature by analyzing an economy in which the LIQ con-
sumers, who do not have financial assets and cannot afford intertemporal consumption 
smoothing, are explicitly embedded: the LIQ consumers are not subject to interest income 
tax, income gain tax and capital gains tax. Therefore, the macro-economic effects of impos-
ing these taxes may be affected by the heterogeneity of the household sector.1 Previous stud-
ies, such as Radulescu (2007) and Radulescu and Stimmelmayr (2010), conducted their 
analyses using models including only PIH consumers with financial assets, whose behavior 
follows the Permanent Income Hypothesis.

                          
1 In the long term, these taxes will affect the accumulation of capital stock. That, in turn, will have secondary spillover effects 
on LIQ consumers through changes in their wage rate.
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Examples of policy analysis in this paper include: “analysis of how taxation affects mac-
ro-economic variables (GDP, effective marginal tax rate, capital cost, capital stock, debt ra-
tio, labor supply, effective wage rate, consumption, social welfare, etc.,” “analysis of dual 
income taxation,2” “analysis of allowance for corporate equity (ACE) in the corporate tax 
base and net investment allowance (accelerated write-off),” and “analysis concernin the 
“New View” related to finance.3”

This model can implement various simulations which contribute to solve policy chal-
lenges we face, while based on specific calibrations.

The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 explains the theoretical structure of the dy-
namic macro-econometric model that contributes to the analysis of capital taxation. Section 
3 explains data and calibration of parameters. Section 4 shows the simulation results. Sec-
tion 5 summarizes the findings of this paper.

Ⅱ.  Theoretical models

II-1.  Assumptions of the model4

II-1-1.   Normalization of variables and long-term path of balanced growth (steady-
state equilibrium)

We assume that the Japanese and overseas economies have a constant technological 
progress rate expressed as 1+tech = Xt+1/Xt (Xt: level of labor-augmenting technological 
progress) and a population rate expressed as 1+n. We also assume that as in the case of Ku-
mof et. al. (2010), the variables in the model are normalized by the technological progress 
level Xt and the population growth rate (1+n)t.5 The normalized variables thus converge to 
time-invariant constant values in the long-run equilibrium (steady state). Hereafter, the gross 
economic growth rate is expressed by the equation G ≡ 1+g = (1+tech)(1+n) (g=net eco-
nomic growth rate) while the time index is dropped from the variables in the steady state.

II-1-2.  Assets and their rates of return
Outstanding of stocks and bonds and their rates of return are as follows: stocks V are is-

sued by domestic corporations (after-tax rate of return rV); debts B are issued by domestic 
corporations (pre-tax rate of return excluding the premium iBH); sovereign bonds DGH are is-
sued by the home government (pre-tax rate of return iH), stocks VF are issued by foreign 
corporations (after-tax rate of return rVF); sovereign bonds DGF are issued by foreign govern-
ments (pre-tax rate of return iF).
                          
2 Under dual income taxation, given that capital is more mobile than labor, labor income is progressively taxed while capital 
income is taxed at single rate lower than the lowest tax rate applied to labor income. 
3 According to the New View, widely accepted in the field of corporate finance theory, net investment is financed by retained 
earnings and new borrowings in a developed economy, without the involvement of new equity issuance (η=0). (Auerbach 
(1979); Bradford (1981); Sinn (1987))
4 The theoretical model discussed herein much owes to Radulescu (2007).
5 Variables related to labor are normalized only by (1+n)t. The rate of return and the wage rate are not normalized.
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This model assumes complete home bias in stocks and bonds issued by corporations. 
Therefore, stocks and bonds issued by domestic corporations are held only by domestic resi-
dents while stocks and bonds issued by foreign corporations are held only by foreign resi-
dents. In addition, it is assumed that portfolio selection across these asset classes is made 
under imperfect substitution, with the rates of return allowed to vary across them (Goulder 
and Eichengreen (1992)). However, we assume perfect substitution between sovereign 
bonds issued by the home and foreign governments (iH = iF).

Denoting the tax rate on interest income as τ i, the after-tax rates of corporate and gov-
ernment bonds in the domestic fund investment sector (household sector) is calculated as 
follows, based on the residence principle of taxation: the after-tax rate of return on bonds is-
sued by domestic corporations is expressed as rBH≡ (1 − τ i) iBH, while the after-tax rate of re-
turn on sovereign bonds issued by the home government is expressed as rH ≡ (1 − τ i) iH. The 
after-tax rate of return on sovereign bonds issued by foreign governments is represented by 
the equation rF ≡ (1 − τ i) iF.

II-2.  Corporate sector 

II-2-1.  Assumptions in the corporate sector
We assume a linear homogenous CES (Constant Elasticity of Substitution) production 

function incorporating capital and labor as follows (eq.(1)):

Yt＝F（Kt , Lt）＝At d（Lt） ＋（1－d）（Kt）
1－ξ
ξ－ 1－ξ

ξ－1－ξ
ξ－  (1)

where Yt = value added of the production; Kt = capital stock at the beginning of the date 
t; Lt = the labor input; At = standardization coefficient; d: the parameter concerning factor 
input share; ξ: the elasticity of subustitution concerning factor inputs.

Capital stock is determined by the Q-theory discussed by Tobin (1969), and Hayashi 
(1982), etc. Smoothing of capital spending over time is characterized by the adjustment cost 
convex function J (It, Kt). The adjustment cost function Jt satisfies the conditions JI > 0, JII > 
0, and JK < 0 and is homogenous of degree one, thus converges to 0 in the steady state.6

It represents the amount of investment.
We assume that retained earnings and issuance of new debts and shares are financing in-

struments in the corporate sector. Regarding debt finance, we assume that a risk premium 
goes up as the corporate debt ratio rises. The agency cost function m(b) that determines the 
risk premium is formularized as a convex function, satisfying the conditions m′ > 0 and m″ > 
0 as shown below (Strulik (2003)).

mt＝m（bt）＝
m1（bt－m2）2

bt
, bt≡

Bt

Kt
 (2)

                          
6 Differential JI and JK also converges to 0 in the steady state.
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where bt: debt ratio; m1 and m2: the coefficient concerning the agency cost function (m1 > 
0, −1 < m2 < 1); Bt: the debt amount at the beginning of date t.

II-2-2.   Calculation of corporations’ after-tax profits, corporate tax and dividend 
payouts

Typical corporations’ after-tax profit πt and the corporate tax amount TP
t are given as fol-

lows:
πt = Yt − Jt − wtLt − δKt − (iBH

t+mt)Bt − TP
t (3)

TP
t =  τP [Yt − Jt − wtLt − δKt − (z1i

BH
t+mt)Bt − z2r

imp
t (Kt − Bt) − z3INt] (4)

where wtLt = the amount of wages paid (wt represents the wage rate); δKt: depreciation 
cost (δt represents the depreciation rate); (iBH

t+mt) Bt: the payment cost of interest on debts, 
including the premium; τP: the corporate income tax rate; r imp

t: the imputed rate of return on 
equity; It: gross investment amount; INt ≡ It − δKt: net investment amount. z1 is a parameter 
indicating how much of the cost of paying interest on debts may be deducted from the cor-
porate tax base, usually takes the value 1. z2 is a parameter indicating the amount of the im-
puted return on corporate equity (ACE: Allowance for Corporate Equity) that may be de-
ducted from the corporate tax base, usually takes the value 0. z3 is a parameter indicating 
how much of the net investment may be deducted from the corporate tax base (net invest-
ment deduction and accelerated write-off), usually takes the value 0. If z3 takes the value 1, 
it means that full immediate write-off is allowed, and the corporate tax payable TP

t is equiv-
alent to the so-called cash flow tax.

The accumulation equation concerning debts in the corporate sector and the cash flow 
identity are given as follows:

GBt+1 = BNt + Bt (5)
INt = (πt − Divt) +BNt+VNt (6)

where BNt: the amount of new debt issue; Divt: the realized value of dividend payout; 
VNt: the amount of new equity injection. The cash flow identity (6) indicates that the net in-
vestment INt is financed by the retained earnings πt − Divt, the new debt issue BNt, and the 
new equity injection VNt. When formulas (3) and (4) are substituted into formula (6), the re-
alized payment value Divt can be calculated as follows.

Divt =  (1 − τP)[Yt − Jt− wtLt− δKt − mtBt]  
−(1 − z1τ

P)iBH
tBt + z2τ

Primp
t (Kt − Bt) + z3τ

PINt + (BNt + VNt − INt) (7)

II-2-3.  Calculation of the corporate value (market capitalization)
Corporations (households as shareholders) determine capital investment and its financ-

ing to maximizes the corporate value (market capitalization). The corporate value Vt (market 
capitalization) of a representative company at the beginning of date t must satisfy the fol-
lowing non-arbitrage condition in equilibrium:

rV
tVt = (1 − τD)Divt + (1 − τG)[GVt+1 − Vt − VNt] (8)

where rV
t: required rate of return on equity: Vt: market capitalization at the beginning of 

the date t; τD: income gain tax rate; τG: capital gain tax rate. For the purpose of simplifica-
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tion, these items after tax are indicated as follows: θP ≡ 1 − τP; θD ≡ 1 − τD, θG ≡ 1 − τG.
When non-arbitrage condition (8) is transformed, the following formula is obtained.

）（ ｛ ｝1＋ Vt＝ ＋GVt＋1Divt－VNt
rV

t

θG

θD

θG

We use the definitions as follows:

ret≡ ＝ , χt≡ Divt－VNt
rV

t

1－τG

rV
t

θG

θD

θG  

where ret represents the tax-adjusted effective rate of return on equity, and χt represents 
the tax-adjusted dividend payout minus new equity injection. If these items are substituted 
into the above formula, we obtain the formula (1+ret) Vt = xt + GVt+1. If the corporate value 
at the end of the date t is redefined as Ve

t ≡ (1 + ret) Vt and substituted into the above formu-
la, we obtain the following formula:

V e
t＝χt＋

GV e
t＋1

1＋ret＋1
 (9)

If formula (9) is solved in the forward direction and the transversality condition is im-
posed, we obtain the following formula:

Σ∏
∞

i＝0
i

j＝1

V e
t＝

Gi χt＋i

（1＋ret＋j）

This formula indicates that the corporate value Ve
t equals the discounted present value 

of the cumulative total of future tax-adjusted dividend payouts minus future new equity in-
jection.

From the above, we see that in order to calculate the corporate value Ve
t, information on 

the amount of dividend payout χt (adjusted for tax and new equity injection) in each term is 
necessary. Below, we will calculate the value of χt. According to an empirical study by Au-
erbach and Hasset (2003), net investments by corporations are only partly financed through 
new equity injection. Therefore, under our model as well, the relationship is formularized 
under the assumption that the proportion η of the net investment INt is financed by the new 
equity injection VNt.

VNt = η (1 − z3τ
P) INt (10)

The view that net investment is financed only through retained earnings and new debts 
without the implementation of new equity injection (η = 0) in a matured economy, which is 
known as the “New View,” is considered to be highly accepted in the field of corporate fi-
nance theory. (Auerbach (1979); Bradford (1981); Sinn (1987)).

If the dividend payout amount (after tax and new equity issuance adjustment) χt is calcu-
lated under the assumption of formula (7), we obtain the following equation:

χt＝γD
Yt－Jt－wtLt－δKt

it
BHBt（ ）θP

1－z1 τP

－mtBt－ θP

z2 τP

＋γBBNt＋γD γt
imp（Kt－Bt）－γI（It－δKt） (11)
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The tax rate factor coefficients γD, γB and γ I are defined as follows:

γD≡ ,θG

θPθD

, γB≡θ
D

θG
 （1－η）＋η（1－z3τP）γI≡θ

D

θG

II-2-4.  optimal path for corporations
We consider how to maximize the corporate value Ve

t of a representative company at the 
end of the date t. If Bellman’s principle of optimality is applied to formula (9), the maximi-
zation problem of the corporate value can be expressed as follows using the value function 
Ve (Kt, Bt), determined by the state variables (Kt, Bt):

1＋ret＋1

G
V e

t（Kt , Bt）＝Max χt＋ V e
t＋1（Kt＋1 , Bt＋1）

｛Lt, It, BNt｝
 (12)

s.t.
GKt+1 = It + (1 − δ)Kt, GBt+1 = BNt + Bt

If the shadow price concerning the state variables (Kt, Bt) are defined as qt ≡ dVe
t /dKt,  

λ t ≡ dVe
t /dBt, the first order condition concerning the choice variable (Lt, It, BNt) is obtained 

as follows. The shadow price q concerning the state variable Kt is known as Tobin’s margin-
al Q (Tobin (1969); Hayashi (1982)).
(a) Labor input amount Lt:

dLt

dχt ＝0, or FL, t＝wt (13)

(b) Capital investment amount It:

dKt＋1

dV e
t＋1

dIt

dKt＋1

1＋ret＋1

G＋ ＝0, or
dIt

dχt

qt＋1＝（1＋ret＋1）［γDJI, t＋γI］

 
dKt＋1

dV e
t＋1

dIt

dKt＋1

1＋ret＋1

G＋ ＝0, or
dIt

dχt

qt＋1＝（1＋ret＋1）［γDJI, t＋γI］ (14)

(c) New debt issue amount BNt:

dBt＋1

dV e
t＋1

dBNt

dBt＋1

1＋ret＋1

G＋ ＝0
dBNt

dχt

λt＋1＝－（1＋ret＋1）γB

 , or 

dBt＋1

dV e
t＋1

dBNt

dBt＋1

1＋ret＋1

G＋ ＝0
dBNt

dχt

λt＋1＝－（1＋ret＋1）γB  (15)

Next, if the differential coefficient Ve
t concerning the state variables (Kt, Bt) are calculat-

ed under the assumption that optimal conditions (13), (14) and (15) are in place, the follow-
ing equation based on the envelope theorem is obtained.
(d) Capital stock Kt:

dKt＋1

dV e
t＋1

dKt

dKt＋1

1＋ret＋1

G＋＝
dKt

dχt

dKt

dV e
t  , or

qt＝γD

θP

z2 τP

γt
imp －（γD－γI）δ＋ qt＋1FK,t－JK,t＋（mt）'（bt）2＋

1＋ret＋1

1－δ  (16)
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(e) Debt stock Bt:

dBt＋1

dV e
t＋1

dBt

dBt＋1

1＋ret＋1

G＋＝
dBt

dχt

dBt

dV e
t  , or 

λt＝－γD

θP

z2 τP

γt
imp ＋＋

1＋ret＋1

λt＋1it
BH（ ）θP

1－z1 τP

（mt）' bt＋mt＋  (17)

If first order condition (15) concerning the new debt issue amount BNt is substituted into 
envelope condition (17), we obtain the formula that determines the company’s debt ratio bt.

＝ it
BH（ ）θP

1－z1 τP

γB

γD

γB

γD

（mt）' bt＋mt＋θP

z2 τP

γt
impret－  (18)

The left side represents the value obtained by subtracting the profitability rate attribut-
able to the deduction of notional dividend payouts from the corporate tax from the required 
rate of return on corporate equity. In other words, it represents the effective cost of equity fi-
nance. The right side represents the total sum of the marginal cost attributable to the premi-
um risk of the debt and the debt interest rate adjusted for profits attributable to the deduction 
of the debt-servicing cost from the corporate tax. In short, it represents the effective cost of 
debt finance. Formula (18) indicates that when a corporation implements optimal finance, 
the cost of equity and debt finance is equalized, without incentivizing a change in the equi-
ty-debt ratio. In other words, formula (18) is the equation that determines corporations’ opti-
mal capital structure (debt ratio).

II-3.     Household sector I (PIH consumers: consumers who can afford intertempo-
ral consumption smoothing)

II-3-1.  Optimization problem
PIH consumers, who can afford intertemporal consumption smoothing in accordance 

with the Permanent Income Hypothesis, possess lump-sum assets managed by investment 
trusts and determine today’s consumption and the amount of financial assets to be carried 
over tomorrow. Under the budget constraint, consumers maximize the sum of discounted 
present value of utility to be gained from future consumption and leisure. As for the utility 
function, we use a standard utility function which assumes a constant relative risk aversion.

Σ
∞

i＝0

1

（1＋ρH）i
Max：Ut

PIH＝
｛Z t

PIH, Lt
S, PIH｝

1－1/σ
（Zt＋i ）1－1/σ－1

（βH）i
PIH

u（Zt＋i ）

Σ
∞

i＝0

＝

PHI

Σ
∞

i＝0

1

（1＋ρH）i
Max：Ut

PIH＝
｛Z t

PIH, Lt
S, PIH｝

1－1/σ
（Zt＋i ）1－1/σ－1

（βH）i
PIH

u（Zt＋i ）

Σ
∞

i＝0

＝

PHI

 (19)

s.t.
Zt

PIH＝Ct
PIH－ϕ（Lt

S, PIH） (20)

1＋1/εPIH

（Lt
S, PIH）1＋1/εPIH

ϕ（Lt
S, PIH）＝（νPIH）－1/εPIH  (21)
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(1 + τC
t)CPIH

t + AH
t =  (1 + r_barH

t−1)AH
t-1/G +{wtL

S,PIH
t  

− τL,PIH
t (wtL

S,PIH
t − LTAPIH

t)} + TH,PIH
t (22)

wherer UPIH
t: lifetime utility for PIH consumers; ρH: rate of time preference by domestic 

consumers: u: CRRA (constant relative risk aversion) type of utility function; ZPIH
t: the level 

of felicity for PIH consumers; βH: the subjective discount rate of domestic consumers (≡ 1/
(1+ρH); σ: intertemporal elasticity of substitution (1/σ represents the level of relative risk 
aversion); CPIH

t: amount of consumption by PIH consumers; ϕ: dis-utility arising from labor; 
LS,PIH

t: labor supply by PIH consumers; νPIH: the scaling parameter of PIH consumers; εPIH: 
PIH consumers’ elasticity concerning labor supply; τC

t: consumption tax rate (time-variable); 
AH

t: lump-sum assets managed by domestic investment trusts (at the beginning of the date t); 
r_barH

t: the rate of return on domestic investment trusts (after-tax); wt: wage rate; τL,PIH: la-
bor income tax rate applicable to PIH consumers; LTAPIH

t: the amount of deduction from the 
tax base of the labor income tax applicable to PIH consumers; TH,PIH

t: lump-sum net transfer 
from the home government.

If Bellman’s principle of optimality is applied, the above optimization problem can be 
expressed as follows, using the lifetime utility (value function) 

U PIH＊(AH
t−1), determined by the state variable AH

t−1:
UPIH

t
*(AH

t−1) = Max[u(ZPIH
t)+ βHUPIH*

t+1(AH)] (23)
s.t.

AH
t =  (1 + r_barH

t−1)AH
t−1/G + {(1 − τL,PIH)wtL

S,PIH
t  

+ τL,PIHLTAPIH
t + TH,PIH

t}− (1 + τC
t) (ZPIH

t + ϕ(LS,PIH
t)) (24)

II-3-2.  Optimal Path
If the shadow price concerning the state variable is defined as κPIH

t−1 ≡ ∂UPIH*
t/∂AH

t−1, the 
primary condition concerning the choice variable (ZPIH

t, L
S,PIH

t) and the envelope condition 
concerning the state variable AH

t−1 is obtained as follows:
(a) Felicity level ZPIH

t:

∂Zt
PIH

∂ut
PIH

∂Zt
PIH

∂At
H

∂At
H

∂U t＋1＋βH ＝0
PIH*  , or 

βH（1＋τt
C）

u'（Zt
PIH）

κt
PIH＝  (25)

(b) Labor supply amount LS,PIH
t of PIH consumers:

∂Lt
S,  PIH

∂At
H

∂At
H

∂U t＋1βH ＝0
PIH*  , or （ ）Lt

S, PIH＝νPIH wt
εPIH

1＋τt
C

1－τL, PIH
 (26)

(c) Financial asset AH
t−1

∂AH
t－1

∂At
H

∂At
H

∂U t＋1＝βH
PIH*

∂AH
t－1

∂U t
PIH*  , or 

G
βH（1＋r H

t－1）＝κt
PIH

κt－1
PIH

 (27)

If formula (25) is substituted into formula (27) in order to obtain the value for the fol-
lowing term, Euler’s equation is obtained.
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（ ）1＋τC
t＋1

1＋τt
C

G
βH（1＋rt

H）＝u'（Zt
PIH）

u'（Zt＋1 ）PIH  (28)

II-3-3.  Calculation of the intertemporal budget constraint equation 
In budget constraint equation (24), the total amount of take-home labor income and 

transfer income is given as:
yD,PIH

t ≡  (1 − τL,PIH)wtL
S,PIH

t + τL,PIHLTAPIH
t 

+TH, PIH
t − (1 + τC

t) ϕ (LS,PIH
t) (29)

If budget constraint equation (24) is solved in the forward direction over an infinite peri-
od of time, the following equation is obtained (Eq.30).7

Σ∏
∞

i＝1

Σ
∞

i＝1

i

i

j＝1
（（1＋τt

C）Zt
PIH＋

（1＋r H
t＋j－1）

＝（1＋rH
t－1）（AH

t－1/G）＋

Gi（1＋τC
t＋i）Zt＋i

PIH

）

∏j＝1
（y t

D, PIH＋
（1＋r H

t＋j－1）
Gi yt＋i

D, PIH

） (30)

Here, the equation is rewritten as follows.
The value equivalent to total assets:

Σ∏
∞

i＝1
i

j＝1

TWt
PIH≡（1＋τt

C）Zt
PIH＋

（1＋r H
t＋j－1）

Gi（1＋τC
t＋i）Zt＋i

PIH

 (31)

The value equivalent to total human assets8:

∏j＝1

Ht
PIH≡yt

D, PIH＋
（1＋r H

t＋j－1）
Gi yt＋i

D, PIH

Σ
∞

i＝1
i  (32)

If formulas (31) and (32) are substituted into formula (30), the formula that expresses 
the total asset TWt of PIH consumers is obtained.

TWPIH
t = (1 + r_barH

t−1) (AH
t−1/G) + HPIH

t (33)
If TWPIH

t+1 is calculated through formula (31) and is compared with TWPIH
t, the follow-

ing formula is obtained:

TWt
PIH＝（1＋τC

t ）Zt
PIH＋ TW PIH

t＋11＋rt
H

G
 (34)

Likewise, the following formula is obtained through formula (32):

H PIH
t＋11＋rt

H

G
Ht

PIH≡yt
D, PIH＋  (35)

                          
7 In Formula (30), the transversality condition is also imposed to asset stocks.
8 “Overall human assets” as referred to here is the total of discounted present values of future disposable incomes.
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II-3-4.  Dynamics of the marginal propensity of consumption
Here, Euler’s equation (28) is expressed in a different way. Let us assume that the felici-

ty level ZPIH
t
 including consumption in the current term is determined as follows:

(1 + τC
t)ZPIH

t = mpct × TWPIH
t (36)

mpct represents the marginal propensity of consumption concerning total assets. If for-
mula (36) is substituted into Euler’s equation (28), the following formula is obtained:

mpct

mpct＋1

TWt
PIH

TW PIH
t＋1 βH（1＋rt

H ）＝
1＋τC

t

1＋τC
t＋1

G）1－σ（）（）（ ｛ ｝σ
If formula (34), which links TWPIH

t and TWPIH
t+1 is substituted into formula (36) in order 

to calculate TWPIH
t+1/TWPIH

t, the following equation is obtained:

TWt
PIH

TW PIH
t＋1 1＋rt

H 

G
＝ （1－mpct）

If his equation is substituted into the above formula, the following dynamic equation 
concerning the marginal propensity of consumption is obtained9:

1＋rt
H 

G
1＋τC

t

1＋τC
t＋1 ）1－σ） （（ ｛ ｝mpct

1 ）（mpct＋1

1× ＋1＝（βH）σ  (37)

II-4.   Household sector II (LIQ consumers: consumers incapable of building up 
savings)

II-4-1.  Optimization problem
LIQ consumers facing a liquidity constraint are those who cannot build up savings due 

to a lack of access to the financial market. For such consumers, the consumption amount in 
the current term is determined by the labor income in the same term. Under this budget con-
straint, LIQ consumers maximize the sum of discounted present value of the utility to be 
gained from future consumption and leisure. The utility function of LIQ consumers is as-
sumed to be the same as that of PIH consumers.

Σ
∞

i＝0

1

（1＋ρH）i
Max：Ut

LIQ＝
｛Ct

LIQ, Lt
S, LIQ｝

1－1/σ
（Zt＋i ）1－1/σ－1

（βH）i
LIQ

u（Zt＋i ）

Σ
∞

i＝0

＝

LIQ

Σ
∞

i＝0

1

（1＋ρH）i
Max：Ut

LIQ＝
｛Ct

LIQ, Lt
S, LIQ｝

1－1/σ
（Zt＋i ）1－1/σ－1

（βH）i
LIQ

u（Zt＋i ）

Σ
∞

i＝0

＝

LIQ

 (38)

s.t.
ZLIQ

t = CLIQ
t − ϕ(LS,LIQ

t) (39)

1＋1/εLIQ

（Lt
S, LIQ）1＋1/εLIQ

ϕ（Lt
S, LIQ）＝（νLIQ）－1/εLIQ  (40)

(1 + τC
t)CLIQ

t =  {wtL
S,LIQ

t − τL,LIQ (wtL
S,LIQ

t− LTALIQ
t)} + TH,LIQ

t (41)
where ULIQ

t: lifetime utility of LIQ consumers; ρH: the rate of time preference by domes-
                          
9 In the case of σ = 1 (logarithmic utility function), the equation is reduced to mpct = 1 − βH
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tic consumers (the same rate as in the case of PIH consumers); ZLIQ
t: the felicity level of 

LIQ consumers; βH: the subjective discount rate of domestic consumers ( ≡ 1/(1+ρH), the 
same as in the case of PIH consumers); σ: intertemporal elasticity of substitution (1/σ rep-
resents the level of relative risk aversion; the same as in the case of PIH consumers); CLIQ

t: 
the amount of consumption by LIQ consumers; LS,LIQ

t: labor supply of LIQ consumers; νLIQ: 
the scaling parameter for LIQ consumers; εLIQ: LIQ consumers’ elasticity concerning labor 
supply; τC

t: the consumption tax rate (time-variable; the same as in the case of PIH consum-
ers); wt: the wage rate (the same as in the case of PIH consumers); τL,LIQ: the labor income 
tax rate for LIQ consumers; LTALIQ

t: the amount of deduction from the labor income tax 
base of LIQ consumers; TH,LIQ

t: lump-sum net transfer from the home government to LIQ 
consumers.

II-4-2.  Optimal path
If shadow price concerning constraint equation (41) is defined as κLIQ

t, the first order 
condition concerning the choice variable (CLIQ

t, L
S,LIQ

t) is obtained as follows:
(a) LIQ consumption CLIQ

t:
{CLIQ

t − ϕ (LS,LIQ
t)} − 1/σ − κLIQ

t (1 + τC
t) = 0 (42)

(b) Labor supply amount Lt
S,LIQ of LIQ consumers:

{CLIQ
t − ϕ (LS,LIQ

t)} − 1/{σ − ϕ′ (LS,LIQ
t)} + κLIQ

t(1 − τL,LIQ) wt = 0 (43)
(c) Budget constraint equation (liquidity constraint equation):

(1+τC
t) CLIQ

t =  {wt L
S,LIQ

t − τL,LIQ
t(wtL

S,LIQ
t − LTALIQ

t)} + TH,LIQ
t (44)

If κLIQ is eliminated from formulas (42) and (43), Euler’s equation concerning the labor 
supply of LIQ consumers is obtained.

（ ）Lt
S, LIQ＝νLIQ wt

εLIQ

1＋τt
C

1－τL, LIQ
 (45)

Through the intra-temporal budget constraint equation, the amount of consumption by 
LIQ consumers is determined as follows:

CLIQ
t =  [{wtL

S,LIQ
t − τL,LIQ (wtL

S,LIQ
t − LTALIQ

t)} + TH,LIQ
t]/(1 + τC

t) (46)

II-5.   Calculation concerning social welfare (lifetime utility) of PIH and LIQ con-
sumers (long-term equilibrium)

The social welfare Uk,* (k = PIH, LIQ) of PIH and LIQ consumers is obtained through 
the following formula when their objective functions (19) and (36) are evaluated in the 
steady state.

U k,∗＝ ＝
1－βH

u（Z k）
1－βH

（Z k）1－1/σ－1
1－1/σ
1

 (47)
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II-6.  Fund investment sector

The domestic fund investment sector invests in domestic stocks (AV), domestic corporate 
bonds (AB,H), domestic government bonds (AGH,H) and foreign government bonds (AGF,H), by 
using financial sources AH supplied from households.10 Therefore, the portfolio AH

t of this 
sector at the beginning of the period t is expressed as follows (Figure 1).

AH
t = AV

t + AB,H
t + AGH,H

t + AGF,H
t (48)

It is assumed that the domestic fund investment sector is facing the zero profit condition 
under perfect competition. In this case, the following equation must be valid.

r_barH
t A

H
t = rV

t A
V

t
 + rBH

t A
B,H

t + rH
tA

GH,H
t + rF

tA
GF,H

t + ωH
t

ωH
t represents the variable cost related to domestic fund investment (usually expressed 

as ωH
t = 0). In the steady state, the average rate of return r_barH for households converges 

toward approximately ρH+ɡ.
The domestic fund investment sector maximizes the utility function Wt that is given as 

follows:

（αk） ｛（1＋rkt）Akt ｝1＋μ
1

1＋μ
μ 1＋μ

μΣ
k

Max：Wt＝
｛At

k｝
 (49)

s.t.
At

kΣ
k

At
H＝  (50)

Ak
t represents the outstanding of asset k (k = V, B_H, GH_H, GF_H), at the beginning of 

the date t. αk represents the preference parameter concerning the asset k, and μ represents the 
elasticity between asset classes. The first order condition concerning the choice variable Ak

t 
is obtained as follows:

αkAH
t

－1
αk（1＋r k

t）
μ

At
k＝（1＋r k

t）
μΣ

k
 (51)

Here, the value equivalent to the geometric mean of the gross returns (1+rk
t) on individ-

ual asset classes is defined as:

Figure 1. Portfolio of the domestic fund investment sector

                          
10 As was mentioned in 2.1.2, a full home bias is assumed with respect to corporations’ stocks and debts.
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1/μ
αk（1＋r k

t）
μ

1＋rt
C, H≡Σ

k
 (52)

If formula (52) is substituted into formula (51), the demand function concerning each 
asset class is obtained.

At
k

At
H ）at

k≡ ＝αk（1＋rt
C, H

1＋r k
t
μ
 (53)

ak
t represents the proportion of the asset Ak

t in the overall portfolio AH
t
 at the beginning 

of the date t.

II-7.  The government sector

The total tax revenue TTRt is comprised of corporate income tax, dividend income (in-
come gain) tax, capital gain tax, interest income tax, labor income tax and consumption tax.

TTRt = TP
t+TD

t+TG
t+TI

t+TL
t+TC

t (54)
where TTRt: total tax revenue; TP

t: corporate income tax revenue; TD
t: dividend income 

(income gain) tax revenue; TG
t: capital gain tax; TI

t: interest income tax revenue; TL: labor 
income tax revenue; TC

t: consumption tax revenue
TD

t = τDDivt (55)
TG

t = τG
t [GVt+1 − Vt − VNt] (56)

TI = τ i[iBHAB,H + iHAGH,H + iFAGF,H] (57)
TL

t =  τL,PIH (wtL
S,PIH

t − LTAPIH
t)+ τL,LIQ (wtL

S,LIQ
t − LTALIQ

t) (58)
TC

t = τC
t (CPIH

t + CLIQ
t) (59)

Government expenditure (including transfer payment) is financed by government bond 
issuance and tax collection. Therefore, the government budget constraint equation is given 
as follows:

CG
t + TH

t + (1 + iH
t−1) DGH

t−1 /G = DGH
t + TTRt (60)

CG
t represents government expenditure (exogenous), TH

t represents lump-sum net gov-
ernment transfer payment, and DGH

t represents the balance of government bonds issued by 
the home government at the beginning of the date t.

The government sector adopts the following equation as a fiscal rule
DGH

t = DGH
t−1 = D_barGH (61)

D_barGH represents the target for the government bonds outstanding (exogenous).
The lump-sum net transfer payment TH

t and the consumption tax rate τC
t are endoge-

nously determined so as to ensure that government budget constraint equation (60) and fis-
cal rule (61) are valid. The rule on the distribution of the lump-sum transfer payment TH

t to 
PIH and LIQ consumers is endogenously given as follows:

TH,PIH
t = (1 − wtTH,LIQ × αTH,LIQ) × TH

t (62)
TH,LIQ

t = wtTH,LIQ × αTH,LIQ × TH
t (63)

wtTH,LIQ represents the additional weight related to net government transfer payment to 
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LIQ consumers (usually expressed as wtTH,LIQ = 1), and αTH,LIQ represents the rate of distribu-
tion of net government transfer payment to LIQ consumers (usually expressed as αTH,LIQ = 
proportion of LIQ households)

II-8.   Equivalence of three aspects and the international balance of payments (vari-
ous identities)

(a) Determination of the gross domestic product GDP and the gross national product GNP:
Based on the principle of equivalence of three aspects of national income, GDP is deter-

mined through the following equation:
GDPt = Yt (64)

Likewise, based on the principle of equivalence of three aspects, the trade balance TBt is 
passively determined so as to satisfy the following equation.

TBt = GDPt − Ct − CG
t − It (65)

The income balance IBt is determined as follows:
IBt = iF

tA
GF,H

t − iH
tA

GH,F
t (66)

Consequently, the gross national product GNPt is determined as follows:
GNPt = GDPt + IBt (67)

(b) Determination of the net foreign asset NFA:
The current account balance CAt is determined as follows:

CAt = TBt + IBt (68)
Consequently, the net foreign asset NFAt is determined so as to satisfy the following 

equation:
NFAt = AGF,H

t − AGH,F
t (69)

NFAt = CAt + NFAt−1/G (70)

II-9.  Foreign sector

The foreign sector exists only for the purpose of closing the model. Therefore, the be-
havioral equations concerning the foreign sector are very simply structured.

II-9-1.  Foreign corporate sector
Concerning foreign companies’ production technologies, we assume a linear homoge-

nous Cobb-Douglas function incorporating capital and labor as production factors.
YF

t = FF(KF
t, L

F
t) = (KF)1−dF (LF)dF (71)

where YF
t: the production value of added value; KF

t: capital stock at the beginning of the 
date t; LF

t: the labor input; dF: the parameter concerning input shares.
Under the production technology constraints expressed by formula (71), foreign corpo-

rations maximizes the following profit πFt.
πF

t = FF(KF
t, L

F
t) − wF

tL
F

t − (rVF
t + δF)KF

t (72)
where wt: the wage rate; LF

t: the labor input; rVF
t: the capital cost; δF: the depreciation 
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rate. The first order condition concerning foreign corporations is as follows:

＝w F
t

∂F F
t

∂LF
t

KF
t

LF
t ）F F

L, t≡ ＝d F（ 1－d F

 , or dFY F
t =wF

t L
F
t (73)

＝rt
VF＋δF, or

∂F F
t

∂KF
t

KF
t

LF
t ）F F

K, t≡ ＝（1－d F）（
（1－d F）Yt

F＝（rVF＋δF）Kt
F

d F

 (74)

The capital investment IF
t is determined so as to satisfy the following capital accumula-

tion equation:
IF

t = GKF
t+1 − (1 − δF)KF

t (75)
It is assumed that finance is entirely implemented through the equity stock VF

t.
VF

t = KF
t (76)

II-9-2.  Foreign household sector
A representative foreign consumer owns assets managed by investment trusts and deter-

mines the consumption in the current term and financial assets to be carried over to the fol-
lowing term.

Under the budget constraint, a consumer maximizes sum of the discounted present value 
of the utility. Here, the utility function is a logarithmic type.

Σ
∞

i＝0

1

（1＋ρF）i
Max：U t

F＝
｛Ct

F｝

（βF）i log（C F
t＋i ）

u（C F
t＋i ）

Σ
∞

i＝0

＝

Σ
∞

i＝0

1

（1＋ρF）i
Max：U t

F＝
｛Ct

F｝

（βF）i log（C F
t＋i ）

u（C F
t＋i ）

Σ
∞

i＝0

＝  (77)

s.t.

Ct
F＋At

F＝（1＋rF
   ）A 

F    /G＋wt
FLt

F－Tt
lump, F

t－1t－1  (78)

where UF
t: lifetime utility; ρF: the rate of time preference by foreign consumers; u: the 

logarithmic utility function; βF: the subjective discount rate of foreign consumers (≡ 1/
(1+ρF)); CF

t: the amount of consumption; L_barF
t: labor supply (exogenous); AF

t: assets man-
aged as investment trusts (at the beginning of the date t); r_barF

t: the rate of return on for-
eign investment trusts; wF

t: the wage rate; Tlump,F
t: lump-sum fixed tax.

The following inter-temporal Euler’s equation is obtained by resolving the above opti-
mization problem.

＝u'（C t
F）

u'（C F
t＋i ） G

βF（1＋rt
F）

 (79)

As in 2.3.3., the consumption amount CF
t satisfying Euler’s equation (79) is determined 

so as to satisfy the following equation:
CF

t = (1 − βF) × TWF (80)
TWF

t = (1 + r_barF
t−1)(AF

t−1/G) + HF
t (81)

＝rt
VF＋δF, or

∂F F
t

∂KF
t

KF
t

LF
t ）F F

K, t≡ ＝（1－d F）（
（1－d F）Yt

F＝（rVF＋δF）Kt
F

d F
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H F
t＋1H F

t＝（d FY F
t－Tt

lump, F）＋
1＋rt

F

G
 (82)

TWF
t represents the total assets of foreign consumers and HF

t represents the total human 
assets of foreign consumers.

II-9-3.  Foreign fund investment sector
The foreign fund investment sector invests in foreign stocks (AVF), domestic government 

bonds (AGH,F), and foreign government bonds (AGF,F) using lump-sum assets AF supplied by 
households as fund sources. Therefore, the portfolio AF

t at the beginning of the date t is ex-
pressed as follows (Figure 2).

AF
t = AVF

t + AGH,F
t + AGF,F

t (83)
It is assumed that the foreign fund investment sector faces the zero profit condition un-

der perfect competition. In this case, the following equation must be valid.
rF

tA
F

t =  rVF
tA

VF
t + iH

tA
GH,F

t + iF
tA

GF,F
t + ωF

t

ωF
t represents the variable cost concerning foreign fund investment (usually expressed as 

ωF
t = 0). As mentioned later, the rates of return iH

t
 and iF

t on domestic and foreign govern-
ment bonds in the above equation are pre-tax returns because foreign governments do not 
impose interest income tax. In the steady state, the average rate of return r_barF for house-
holds converges toward approximately ρF+ɡ.

The demand function concerning the asset k (= VF, GH_F, GF_F) of the foreign fund in-
vestment sector is given as follows, as in the case of the domestic fund investment sector.

At
k

At
F ）at

k≡ ＝αk（1＋rt
C, F

1＋r k
t
μ
 (84)

1/μ
αk（1＋r k

t）
μ

1＋rt
C, F≡Σ

k
 (85)

where ak
t: assets at the beginning of the date t; ak

t: proportion of the asset Ak
t in the over-

all portfolio at the beginning of the date t; 1+rC,F
t: the geometric mean of the rates of return 

on individual asset classes.

II-9-4.  Foreign government sector
Interest payments on foreign government bonds are financed by the collection of lump-

sum fixed taxes.

Figure 2. Portfolio of the foreign fund investment sector
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Tlump,F
t = (1 + iF

t−1) DGF
t−1/G − DGF

t (86)
DGF

t = DGF
t−1 = D_barGF (87)

DGF
t represents the balance of foreign government bonds at the beginning of the term t, 

and D_barGF represents the target for the foreign government bonds (exogenous).
In the steady sate, formula (86) is expressed as follows:

Tlump,F = [(1 + iF)/G − 1] D_barGF ≅ (iF − g)D_barGF (88)

II-10.  Market equilibrium

The market equilibrium conditions are as follows:
(a) Labor market:

LS,PIH
t + LS,LIQ

t = Lt (89)
LF

t = LF
t (90)

(b) Stock market
AV

t = VF
t (91)

AVF
t = VF

t (92)
(c) Bond (corporate debt) market

AB,H
t = Bt (93)

(d) Government bond market
AGH,H

t + AGH,F
t = DGH

t (94)
AGF,H

t + AGF,F
t = DGF

t (95)

III.  Data and calibration

III-1.  Macro-economic data used in the baseline scenario

The macro-economic data (including tax revenue) used in the baseline scenario has been 
set in reference to Kumof et al (2010) and other studies. Table 1 is a list of the major data 

Note: Total tax revenue and the labor income tax rate include social security payments. As this 
model does not take into consideration tax collection failure and progressive taxation, the 
above figures concerning taxes do not necessarily matches the actual figures.

Table 1. List of major macro-economic data used in the baseline scenario
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used in the scenario.11 Total tax revenue and the labor income tax rate include social security 
payment. As this model does not take into consideration tax collection failure and the pro-
gressive tax rate, among other factors, the above figures concerning taxes do not necessarily 
match the actual figures.

When we calculated the capital gains tax revenue with a tax rate of 20%, which is the 
same as the actual rate in 2013, the revenue became less than 1% of the total tax revenue. 
Therefore, in our simulation, the capital gains tax rate is assumed to be zero.

The assumed government bond yield in the initial steady is 3.0% (after-tax government 
bond yield is 2.4%), the assumed rate of return on equity is 5.0%, and the assumed GDP 
growth rate is 1.5% (the population growth rate of 0.0% + the labor-augmenting technologi-
cal progress rate of 1.5%). Concerning the corporate balance sheet, the assumed debt ratio is 
62.6%.12 As for the assumed mix of finance for new investments, the share is 45% for re-
tained earnings, 50% for new debt issuance and 5% for new equity issuance.

III-2.  Calibration of deep parameters

In principle, the deep parameters in the corporate and household sectors have been set in 
such a way that they are consistent with the values adopted in previous studies. Table 2 is a 
list of the major deep parameters used.

Using the elasticity of the debt ratio concerning the corporate tax rate (=0.5), the coeffi-
cients m1 and m2 in the agency cost function m(b) = m1 + (b − m2)

2/b were calibrated as fol-
lows: m1 = 0.118; m2 = 0.428. The agency premium m(b) in the initial steady state in the 
baseline scenario came to approximately 0.74%.

The inter-temporal elasticity of substitution is 0.8 based on Rausch (2009). The elasticity 
concerning labor supply (common to PIH and LIQ consumers) is 0.2 based on Kuroda and 
Yamamoto (2007) (Frisch elasticity13; working hours selection model). LIQ consumers’ 
share in the total number of consumers was calibrated in such a way that LIQ consumers ac-
count for 25% of the total labor supply among all consumers (Kumof et al (2010)).

Table 2. List of major deep parameters

                          
11 The discrepancy between the sum of demand items and GDP is reflected as an increase in inventories (an exogeneous variable).
12 The actual figures in the 2012 Annual Financial Statements Statistics of Corporations by Industry (all-industry basis).
13 The Frisch elasticity refers to the wage elasticity of labor supply in cases where the marginal effect (shadow price) concern-
ing assets in the current term is assumed to remain constant.
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IV.  Simulation results

IV-1.  Simulation results concerning individual tax items (long-term equilibrium)

In this sub-section, we report on the simulation results concerning individual tax items. 
Table 3 shows the long-term economic impact of the implementation of a tax reduction 
equivalent to 1% of GDP in terms of percentage changes and percentage point changes from 
the baseline values (excluding the effects of policy shocks) of macroeconomic variables. 
PIH in the table refers to consumers who behave in accordance with the Permanent Income 
Hypothesis, while LIQ refers to consumers facing a liquidity constraint in the form of a lack 
of financial asset holdings. In the simulation analysis concerning the above individual tax 
items, net government transfer payment (lump-sum payment) was adopted as an adjusting 
factor intended to maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equation). 
The effective wage rate wk_at for PIH or LIQ consumers in the table was defined as: wk_ at 
≡ (1 − τL,k) / (1+τC)w. (τL,k: the labor income tax rate for PIH or LIQ consumers; τC: the con-
sumption tax rate; w: before-tax wage rate). A simulation was not conducted with respect to 
the capital gains tax because the impact of a capital gains tax reduction equivalent to 1% 
GDP would cause a change of more than 100% in the values of economic parameters in the 
baseline scenario.

Table 3. Changes in major macro-economic variables (long-term percentage changes and percentage point changes) 14

Note: The long-term economic impact expected from the tax reduction equivalent to 1% of GDP is shown in 
terms of percentage changes and percentage point changes (*) from the baseline values (without the assump-
tion of a policy shock). PIH refers to consumers whose behavior follows the Permanent Income Hypothesis, 
while LIQ refers to consumers who face the liquidity constraint. The effective wage rate wk_at (k = PIH, LIQ) 
of PIH and LIQ consumers is defined as wk_at ≡ (1 − τL,k)/(1+ τC) w (τL,k: labor income tax rate applicable to 
PIH or LIQ consumers; τC : consumption tax rate; w: pre-tax wage rate). As an adjusting factor intended to 
maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equation), net government transfer payment 
(lump-sum payment) is adopted.

                          
14 If the pre-tax and after-tax rate of return are represented by u and s, respectively, the effective marginal tax rate (EMTR) is 
defined as EMTR ≡ (u-s)/u.
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First, let us summarize the results of the simulation analysis in this sub-section. The 
long-run tax reduction multiplier (the long-term impact of mitigation of the distortion 
caused by the tax reduction) came to approximately 2.4 for the corporate income tax, 0.5 for 
each of the PIH labor income tax and the LIQ labor income tax, 0.3 for the consumption tax, 
2.4 for the interest income tax and 0.4 for the income gain tax, under the assumption of 
maintaining tax revenue neutrality through net government transfer payment (lump-sum 
payment). These multiplier values are consistent with the results obtained by Romer and 
Romer (2010) (the maximum multiplier value was 3), who conducted an empirical estima-
tion of tax multipliers in the United States.15 On the other hand, as our model does not ex-
plicitly include the effective exchange rate, the multipliers may be overestimated due to the 
underestimation of the effects of crowding-out (crowding-in) exercised through net exports.

Meanwhile, the impact of tax reduction on the social welfare (lifetime utility) of PIH 
and LIQ consumers  are as follows: corporate income tax: 1.6% and 1.7%; PIH labor in-
come tax: 1.2% and minus 3.1%; LIQ labor income tax: minus 1.8% and 12.0%; consump-
tion tax: 0.3% and 0.0%; interest income tax: 1.9% and 1.2%; and income gain tax: 1.6% 
and minus 1.7%. Below, we will explain in detail the simulation results concerning individ-
ual tax items.
(a)  Simulation results concerning a corporate income tax reduction equivalent to 1% of GDP

The long-term tax reduction multiplier concerning corporate income tax (when com-
pared with a lump-sum tax case) is approximately 2.4. The corporate income tax reduction 
lowers the effective marginal tax rate (EMTR) and capital cost, thereby increasing capital 
stock. As the increase in capital stock increases companies’ demand for labor, the effective 
wage rate rises.16 The corporate income tax reduction reduces net government transfer pay-
ment, which acts as an adjustment factor to maintain tax revenue neutrality (government 
budget constraint equation), but disposable income increases because the impact of the in-
crease in labor income outweighs the impact of the decline in transfer payment. Consump-
tion by both PIH and LIQ consumers increases, while social welfare (lifetime utility) im-
proves approximately 1.6% and 1.7% for PIH and LIQ consumers, respectively.
(b)  Simulation results concerning a PIH labor income tax reduction equivalent to 1% of GDP

The long-term tax reduction multiplier concerning the PIH labor income tax (when com-
pared with a lump-sum tax case) is appropriately 0.5. The reduction of the PIH labor income 
tax raises the after-tax effective wage rate for PIH consumers, thereby increasing labor sup-
ply. The reduction of the PIH labor income tax reduces net government transfer payment, 
which acts as an adjustment factor to maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget 
constraint equation). In the case of PIH consumers, the impact of the increase in labor in-
come outweighs the impact of the decline in net government transfer payment. Therefore, 
disposable income increases, resulting in higher consumption. For LIQ consumers, only the 
decline in net government transfer payment occurs, so disposable income decreases, result-
                          
15 Romer and Romer (2010) identified the tax reduction shock using information obtained from such sources as reports by the 
U.S. Congressional Budget Office and pointed out the possibility that the tax multiplier may be around 3 at a maximum.
16 As the increase in capital stock is higher than the increase in labor demand, the capital-to-labor ratio grows.
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ing in lower consumption. Social welfare (lifetime utility) improves approximately 1.2% for 
PIH consumers and deteriorates approximately 3.1% for LIQ consumers.
(c)  Simulation results concerning an LIQ labor income tax reduction equivalent to 1% of 

GDP
The long-term impact of the tax reduction multiplier concerning the LIQ labor income 

tax (when compared with a lump-sum tax case) is approximately 0.5. The reduction of the 
LIQ labor income tax raises the after-tax effective wage rate for LIQ consumers, thereby in-
creasing labor supply. It reduces net government transfer payment, which acts as an adjust-
ment factor to maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equation). For 
PIH consumers, only the decline in net government transfer payment occurs, so their dispos-
able income decreases, resulting in lower consumption. In the case of LIQ consumers, as the 
impact of the increase in labor income outweighs the impact of the decline in net govern-
ment transfer payment, disposable income increases, resulting in higher consumption. Social 
welfare (lifetime utility) deteriorates approximately 1.8% for PIH consumers and improves 
approximately 12.0% for LIQ consumers.
(d) Simulation results concerning a consumption tax reduction equivalent to 1%

The long-term tax reduction multiplier concerning the consumption tax (when compared 
with a lump-sum tax) is approximately 0.3. The reduction of the consumption tax raises the 
after-tax effective wage rate, thereby increasing labor supply. The reduction of the consump-
tion tax reduces net government transfer payment, which acts as an adjustment factor to 
maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equation) However, as the 
impact of the increase in labor income outweighs the impact of the reduction of net govern-
ment transfer payment, disposable income increases. Consumption by both PIH and LIQ 
consumers grows, while social welfare (lifetime utility) improves approximately 0.3% for 
PIH consumers and remains almost flat for LIQ consumers.
(e)  Simulation results concerning an interest income tax reduction equivalent to 1% of GDP

The long-term tax reduction multiplier concerning the interest income tax (when com-
pared with a lump-sum tax case) is approximately 2.4. The interest income tax reduction re-
duces the effective marginal tax rate (EMTR) and capital cost, thereby increasing capital 
stock. As the increase in capital stock increases companies’ demand for labor somewhat, the 
effective wage rate rises. The interest income tax reduction reduces net government transfer 
payment, which acts as an adjustment factor to maintain tax revenue neutrality (government 
budget constraint equation). However, as the impact of the increase in labor income out-
weighs the impact of the reduction of the transfer payment, disposable income increases. 
Consumption by both PIH and LIQ consumers grows, while social welfare (lifetime utility) 
improves approximately 1.9% for PIH consumers and approximately 1.2% for LIQ consum-
ers.
(f)  Simulation results concerning an income gain tax reduction equivalent to 1% of GDP

The long-term tax reduction multiplier concerning the income gain tax (when compared 
with a lump-sum tax case) is approximately 0.4. The reduction of the income gain tax reduc-
es capital cost, thereby increasing capital stock. However, under the New View, which ar-
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gues that net investment is financed mainly by retained earnings and new borrowings, rather 
than by new equity issuance, this impact is not conspicuous.17 The reduction of the income 
gain tax reduces net government transfer payment, which acts as an adjustment factor to 
maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equation). As the impact of 
the increase in labor income is outweighed by the impact of the reduction of the transfer 
payment, disposable income decreases. In the case of PIH consumers, their financial assets, 
a factor that could affect consumption, increase, resulting in higher consumption. In the case 
of LIQ consumers, as they do not own financial assets, only the impact of the decline in dis-
posable income arises, resulting in lower consumption. Social welfare (lifetime utility) im-
proves approximately 1.6% for PIH consumers and deteriorates approximately 1.7% for 
LIQ consumers.

IV-2.   Simulation analysis based on a tax system reform package (long-term equi-
librium)

The tax system reform package discussed in this sub-section is designed as described in 
the following two scenarios based on the concept of dual income taxation and the New 
View. The tax system reform is implemented in such a way as to maintain tax revenue neu-
trality, with the consumption tax rate adopted as an adjustment factor to satisfy the govern-
ment budget constraint equation. To enable comparison between scenarios, adjustments are 
made so as to keep the tax reduction margin (excluding the margin of the consumption tax 
rate as an adjusting factor) constant across all scenarios. Table 4 shows a list of tax rates by 
the scenarios in this subsection, and Table 5 shows the long-term economic impact under 
these scenarios.

Scenario 1 is based on a “moderate DIT.”18 Under this scenario, the corporate income 
tax rate is set at a level slightly lower (35%→25%) than the average labor income tax rate 
(30%) in order to ensure that the lowest labor income tax rate is set at the same level as the 
corporate income tax rate, which is one of the features of dual income taxation (DIT). With 
respect to income gain taxation, the tax rate is set at zero (20%→ zero) in order to avoid 
creating distortions due to double taxation.

Scenario 2 is based on the New View. In principle, this scenario is similar to Scenario 1 
(moderate DIT) but reflects the New View’s argument that income gain taxation does not 
significantly affect companies’ capital investment behavior. Specifically, the income gain tax 
rate remains unchanged at 20%. The interest income tax rate is lowered to 10% (20%→ 
10%) in order to maintain consistency with the margin of the tax reduction (excluding the 
consumption tax rate as an adjustment factor) under Scenario 1 (moderate DIT).19

                          
17 In this paper, the proportion of net investments financed by new equity issuance (eta) is calibrated to be 5%.
18 In order to enable comparison with the dual income taxation system that was discussed in past studies, this paper assumes a 
somewhat looser version of the dual income taxation system.
19 Under the actual interest income tax system in Japan, the tax rate applicable to non-taxable entities, such as non-residents 
and non-profit organizations, is set at zero or at lower rates than the rate applied to residents. However, this paper ignores that 
point.
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(a) Simulation results concerning Scenario 1 (moderate DIT)
Under the tax system reform based on moderate DIT, the reduction of the corporate in-

come tax lowers the effective marginal tax rate (EMTR), while the interest income tax in-
crease raises it. In this simulation, the impact of the former outweighs the impact of the lat-
ter, so the EMTR and capital cost decline, resulting in growth in capital stock. The reduction 
of the income gain tax (abolition of double taxation) is also expected to make small contri-
butions to the growth in capital stock. As the growth in capital stock increases companies’ 
demand for labor somewhat, the effective wage rate rises.

As the tax system reform is implemented in such a way as to maintain tax revenue neu-
trality, it is necessary to raise the consumption tax rate, which acts as an adjustment factor. 

Table 5. Changes in major macro-economic variables (long-term percentage changes and percentage point changes)

Note: The long-term economic impact under each scenario is shown in terms of per-
centage changes and percentage point changes (*) from the baseline values (without 
the assumption of a policy shock). As an adjusting factor intended to maintain tax 
revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equation), the consumption tax rate 
is adopted. To enable comparison between the scenarios, adjustments are made so as 
to keep the tax reduction margin (excluding the margin of the consumption tax rate 
as an adjusting factor) constant across all scenarios.

Table 4. List of tax rates under tax system reform by scenario (unit: %)

Note: Scenario 1 is based on the assumption of moderate DIT, while Sce-
nario 2 is based on the New View. As an adjusting factor intended to 
maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equation), 
the consumption tax rate is adopted. To enable comparison between the 
scenarios, adjustments are made so as to keep the tax reduction margin 
(excluding the margin of the consumption tax rate as an adjusting factor) 
constant across all scenarios.
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The margin of the increase in the consumption tax rate in this scenario is the largest of all 
scenarios (an increase of 1.5 points).

In the case of PIH consumers, the impact of the increase in labor income due to the rise 
in the effective wage rate and the increase in the amount of equilibrium labor input out-
weighs the negative impact of the increase in the consumption tax rate, so disposable in-
come increases, resulting in higher consumption. In the case of LIQ consumers, the impact 
of the increase in labor income is mostly canceled out by the negative impact of the increase 
in the consumption tax rate, so disposable income and consumption remains unchanged. 
Overall consumption increases and GDP also grows (+2.4%). Social welfare (lifetime utili-
ty) improves approximately 2.2% for PIH consumers and deteriorates approximately 0.2% 
for LIQ consumers (the deterioration is attributable to dis-utility due to an increase in labor 
supply).
(b) Simulation results concerning Scenario 2 (New View)

The tax system reform based on the New View lowers the EMTR and capital cost 
through the reduction of the corporate income tax and interest income tax. As the increase in 
capital stock increases companies’ demand for labor somewhat, the effective wage rate rises. 
As the tax system reform is implemented in such a way as to maintain tax revenue neutrali-
ty, it is necessary to raise the consumption tax rate, which acts as an adjustment factor.

Under the New View, income gain taxation does not significantly affect companies’ cap-
ital investment behavior, so keeping the income gain tax rate unchanged as is the case under 
this scenario does not have much of a negative impact on capital accumulation. For that rea-
son, the margin of the increase in the consumption tax rate is the smallest of all scenarios (an 
increase of 0.9 points). As the impact of the increase in labor income due to the rise in the 
effective wage rate and the growth in the amount of equilibrium labor input outweighs the 
negative effects of the increase in the consumption tax rate, disposable income increases. 
Overall income increases, and GDP also grows (+3.2%). Social welfare (lifetime utility) im-
proves approximately 2.0% for PIH consumers and approximately 1.7% for LIQ consumers.

IV-3.  Other simulation analyses (long-term equilibrium)

The scenario in this sub-section is set as follows. The simulation is conducted in such a 
way to maintain tax revenue neutrality. The consumption tax rate is adopted as an adjust-
ment factor to maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equation). Table 
6 shows the long-term economic impact under the scenarios in this subsection.

Scenario A1 is based on the implementation of ACE (Allowance of Corporate Equity). 
In order to avoid, as much as possible, creating distortions due to taxation on companies’ 
normal profits, the imputed rate of return on corporate equity is partially deducted from the 
corporate income tax base. The baseline value of the return on corporate equity (5.0%) is 
adopted as the imputed rate of return on corporate equity rimp20 The parameter z2 that mea-
sures the deduction is set at 0.2.

Scenario A2 is based on the implementation of net investment deduction (accelerated 
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write-off). Under this scenario, net investment is partially deducted from the corporate tax 
base. The parameter z3 that measures the deduction is set at 0.2.
(a) Simulation results concerning Scenario A1 (implementation of ACE)

As the implementation of ACE reduces the tax on companies’ normal profits, the EMTR 
and capital cost decline, resulting in an increase in capital stock. As the increase in capital 
stock increases companies’ demand for labor somewhat, the effective wage rate rises. Dis-
posable income increases, resulting in higher consumption. Social welfare (lifetime utility) 
improves approximately 0.6% for PIH consumers and approximately 0.8% for LIQ consum-
ers.
(b)  Simulation results concerning Scenario A2 (net investment deduction (accelerated write-

off))
The implementation of net investment deduction (accelerated write-off) reduces the 

EMTR and capital cost, resulting in an increase in capital stock. As the increase in capital 
stock increases companies’ demand for labor somewhat, the wage rate rises. Disposable in-
come increases, resulting in higher consumption. Social welfare (lifetime utility) improves 
approximately 1.7% for PIH consumers and approximately 3.2% for LIQ consumers.

V.  Summary

In this paper, we developed a dynamic macro-econometric model (dynamic CGE model) 
that contributes to the analysis of capital taxation, in reference to Radulescu (2007), and 
Radulescu and Stimmelmayr (2010). Under this model, we conducted several numerical 

Table 6. Changes in major macroeconomic variables (long-term percentage changes and percentage point changes)

Note: The long-term economic impacts under each scenario are shown in terms of percentage changes and per-
centage point changes (*) from the baseline values (without the assumption of a policy shock). ACE (Allowance 
for Corporate Equity) refers to partial deduction of the imputed rate of return on equity from the corporate taxa-
tion base. As an adjusting factor intended to maintain tax revenue neutrality (government budget constraint equa-
tion), the consumption tax rate is adopted.

                          
20 It is a usual practice to use the interest rates on safe assets (e.g. medium- and long-term government bonds) as a standard for 
the imputed rate of return on corporate equity.
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simulation analyses under the assumption of maintaining tax revenue neutrality. These anal-
yses are done not only to explore how to impose capital taxation (corporate income tax, in-
come gain tax, capital gains tax and interest income tax) so as to avoid creating distortions 
in the corporate sector, but also to implement the tax system reform while maintaining fiscal 
sustainability.

Among notable features of our model are: 1) that the corporate sector is realistically de-
signed; 2) that liquidity-constrained households without financial asset are included in the 
model; 3) that the model is analyzed in a bilateral open economy setting explicitly incorpo-
rating the current account balance and net foreign assets.

The results of the analyses in this paper can be summarized as follows. First, under the 
assumption of maintaining tax revenue neutrality through net government transfer payment 
(lump-sum payment), the long-term tax reduction multiplier (when compared with a lump-
sum tax case) is approximately 2.4 in the case of the corporate income tax, 0.5 in the case of 
the PIH labor income tax, 0.5 in the case of the LIQ labor income tax, 0.3 in the case of the 
consumption tax, 2.4 in the case of the interest income tax and 0.4 in the case of the income 
gain tax.21

Second, it was confirmed that if a tax system reform is implemented based on a dual in-
come taxation system under which the lowest labor income tax rate is set at the same rate as 
the corporate income tax rate, social welfare improves in most cases even under the assump-
tion of maintaining tax revenue neutrality.

Third, it was confirmed that if ACE (Allowance for Corporate Equity), which refers to 
partial deduction of the imputed rate of return on corporate equity from the corporate tax 
base, or net investment deduction (accelerated write-off) is implemented as a policy measure 
to avoid creating distortions due to taxation on companies’ normal profits, social welfare 
(lifetime utility) improves in most cases even under the assumption of maintaining tax reve-
nue neutrality.

Future challenges related to this paper are as follows: (1) conducting analysis concern-
ing income redistribution measures such as reforming a deduction system related to the PIH 
and LIQ labor income taxes and changing the proportion of net government transfer pay-
ment distributed to LIQ consumers; (2) conducting analysis concerning the social welfare 
function of the overall economy (e.g. how to prioritize the utility for PIH and LIQ consum-
ers); (3) measuring the impact of a tax system reform related to fixed assets in the case of 
the introduction of land as a production factor (supply amount is fixed).
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